HT800 Multi channel controller
(512)

£999.99
HT800 Multi Channel Controller (512) The HT800c Cue Controller series has been optimised for
the record and play-in requirements of multiple VTRs or DDRs (Digital Disk Recorders) in studio,
MCR or outside broadcast operations.Features as HT884 plusFast Cueing and Playback up to
250 cues can be stored. Quickly and easily mark, save, edit, view, enter and recall cues with just
a few keystrokes.The numeric keypad allows entering and recalling cue locations or time code
numbers“Last Cue”, “next cue” and “previous cue” keys for instant cue accessRecord and edit
commands – inhibit, crash record, auto assemble edit, auto insert edit with video and audio track
Details or captured “on-the-fly” cues.Studio
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is included. Not including the Power Cable (Unless otherwise stated) Please see our other
Dimensions
items for other Vintage and Rare broadcast equipment, including more Technics, Rogers and Weight
much more! Shipping costs: Prices quoted for shipping by courier are based on delivery to
England & Wales only. Highlands, Ireland, and Islands may cost more so please enquire prior to
bidding. Yes, we know Northern Ireland is classed as part of the U.K. but it still costs more to
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